The PULSAR Pro is a multi-mode, rechargeable LED warning lights; designed for traffic control, signalling, hazard awareness, zone demarcations and vehicle safety. Ideal for professional applications, including the Police, Fire and Highway Services. These small but robust units are manufactured in shock resistant plastic housing, are waterproof (up to 10 metres) and virtually indestructible (withstanding most vehicle weights if crushed). Built in magnets allow attachment to vehicles or any metal surfaces.

Key Features

- Visible from over 1 Kilometre
- 360° Illumination
- 10 Light modes
- Operates up to 60hrs
- Waterproof up to 10m
- Designed to meet IP65 rating
- Floats in water
- White torch setting
- Magnetic back
- Rechargeable
- Working Temperature -40° to 60°C

Pulsar Pro available in yellow, blue, green and orange

NRT No. NSPULSARPRO-(B)(G)(R)(Y)
NRT No. NSPULSARPRO5-(B)(G)(R)(Y)

Supplied as a single unit or a set of 5